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Introduction
In this free report we’ll be covering such topics as humor and sex
appeal. When it comes to humor and sex appeal we're basically
talking about psychological triggers which tend to generate a
generic response among women across-the-board.
It would be more comprehensive to cover a range of other
psychological triggers which compel woman everyday like money,
popularity, curiosity, authority and what not.
But that's not what magnetic attraction is about. It's about
combining all of those elements while still cutting the fat down to 2
simple psychological triggers which are easy to implement.
Those 2 elements are humor and sex appeal. Now as we talk
about humor it doesn't mean you have to become a comedian and
when we talk about sex appeal it doesn't mean you need to have
all the muscles in the world.
It's about infusing humor and sex appeal into your personality
naturally. It's very easy to tell when someone is trying too hard
and that is a surefire way to turn a woman off fast.
So as they used to say “be yourself” which authentically holds
true to this day. And while being yourself infuse a little magnetic
attraction into your personality and you'll be just fine.
Humor
OK so to get this ball rolling we're gonna start with humor. Humor
is great because who doesn't love a good laugh? And honestly
between us, I believe that when you make a girl laugh it makes her
clit jump which leads to natural arousal.
Sometime I think about comedians like Kevin Hart or Eddie
Murphy or anyone that you can think of rising to fame very fast
and it's because they're funny. People like humorous people
because people like to laugh therefore we can apply that to your
magnetic attraction.
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Lighten up, be funny and smile. As I said earlier you wanna do it
sparingly and infuse it into your personality naturally because
when you try hard you die hard. If you're a serious dude that's
fine, just every now and then lighten the mood a bit especially
when engaging for the 1st time because she doesn't know you
and if you come off as too serious all the time then it can come off
as creepy or scary like weird and stalkerish. The whole point of
magnetic attraction is to draw her to you not push her away.
Which brings me to the next point of humor which is flirting and
teasing. Girls love to flirt plus they really appreciate the attention. I
don't mean to come off as condescending but most girls are
attention whores. And sometimes it just boils down to which guy
can pay her the most attention.
Set quickly let's cover an example of how to implement humor,
flirting and teasing.
You're at the grocery store and you notice an attractive woman
you would like to approach. She's wearing a red dress and while
pushing her buggy you noticed that one of the wheels seems to be
giving her a bit of a problem. Her shopping cart has only a couple
items in it so she must have just arrived.
What do you do?
With only using the power of humor in our magnetic attraction
formula you approach her and say with a sarcastic tone “I can't
believe your shopping cart is giving you so much trouble. Your
shopping cart must be allergic to beautiful women in red dresses
or something... what a shame”. She smiles as she recognizes your
light heartedness and sense of humor and responds “I know right”
and laughs. You introduce yourself, “Hey I'm First Name" she
responds, “Hi, (First Name) I'm Emily, nice to meet you!”
And the rest my friend is history. Now let's take a moment to
dissect the scenario that we just went through.
First off the use of sarcasm in your vocal reflections disarms her
opening her up to further compelling conversation. “I can't believe
your shopping cart is giving you so much trouble”
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Whether you can believe it or not isn't the point, the point is how
you said it. Then building off of your 1st opener you flirt with her
subliminally by saying “Your shopping cart must be allergic to
beautiful women in red dresses or something what a shame”
In 2 simple sentences you were able to use light hearted humor,
flirt and tease her a bit regarding her attire and the shopping cart.
Not to mention you showed her your attention to detail which
corresponds to how women love attention by tying her red dress
into your opener.
Once you made a connection with her using humor you then
introduce yourself and as stated earlier my friend the rest is
history.
In conclusion it's important to remember to be yourself while
infusing humor into your interactions. This will not only attract
woman to you but it will also compel them. I use the scenario
above because it's typical and you have to be creative when
delegating in different situations as each one will be different.
Simply pay attention to your surroundings and be present. Notice
the subtle details and use your analytical mind to identify potential
opportunities and relative conversational topics.
In the scenario above you didn't know that woman at all but what
you do know and recognized was the color of her dress and that
her buggy was giving her problems. So I'd say find at least one
thing in the environment and one thing about her that you notice
and then expand on it in a humorous way.
Once you expand on those things then introduce yourself. 9 times
out of 10 women will be responsive and if they are not they will let
you know that they're either taken or unavailable in some way
which is perfectly fine.
As you progress through the ranks and the numbers you'll find
yourself with ample amount of opportunity therefore don't fret
about the let downs or the women who aren't available because at
the end of the day you just use them as practice so that way when
you meet the real woman of your dreams you will be more than
ready and well equipped.
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Sex Appeal
Ok so now to get to a more juicier topic which is that of sex
appeal. Sex appeal comes in all shapes and forms but generally
speaking it is the quality of being attractive in a sexual way.
I'll do your favor and cut through the rubbish about sex appeal and
give you the golden nuggets. When it comes to sex appeal there
are 3 primary things you need to be aware of and focus on. These
3 things have helped me attract more women than anything else.
Those 3 things are your voice, your eyes, and your hygiene.
Above all things when speaking to a woman you need to talk to
her like a man. Be confident and bold. Everything you say goes.
You're the man and she's the woman therefore be the king that
every woman wants. Boys and princes are cute but there's
nothing more compelling and attractive than a real man who
knows he's a King!
So speak as a king would speak and she will respond accordingly.
Woman crave security and throughout history Kings and Men have
provided security not little boys.
All of this encompasses confidence and I'm sure you've heard it
before but confidence is attractive and you need to drill that in your
head. Woman have very keen ears and can tell if you're timid or
afraid. It's OK to feel these emotions and to even be nervous but
do not and I repeat DO NOT let those emotions be reflected in
your vocal tones.
Exude confidence, walk confidence, and talk confidence which
leads us to the next topic of eye contact.
Whether it's business or giving someone your word at a job
interview, eye contact plays a very important role in our everyday
communication.
Don't you think it plays just as much as an important role in
communicating with and attracting women?
I've had a few girlfriends tell me that my eyes are what attracted
them. Honesty I was flabbergasted because I've never thought of
myself as being one with beautiful or exotic looking eyes.
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But because I exuded confidence and I maintained direct eye
contact they found my eyes to be extremely attractive.
Last but not least and probably the most important ideal in this
chapter and that is hygiene.
You can speak confidently like a king but if your breath stinks
that's a huge turn off. You can make direct eye contact all day but
if you have crust in your eye and your face is dirty that to is a huge
turn off.
Guys Magnetic Attraction is about attracting women to you. So
trust and believe most women are into hygiene pretty big. Woman
have to be into hygiene because once a month they get periods so
naturally their bodies require more maintenance.
Their extremely keen to odors and chances are you've met a
woman that has a sensitive nose probably your Mom or an aunt
with a sensitive nose. As stated before don't over do it. Keep the
Cologne and oil fragrances light, don't over spray and smell like a
walking cologne distillery.
You don't have to be a super high gene neat freak but I'd
recommend at least one shower A-day and sometimes 2 showers
depending on your day-to-day activities.
If you look good and you smell good and you talk good then you
increase your chances of attracting woman to you dramatically I
kid you not.
To do those things are practically free and easy to do on a
day-to-day basis. So it doesn't matter what car you drive or how
much money you have you can do those things on a shoestring
budget.
Tying it all together
OK guys so we've covered some pretty powerful Magnetic
Attraction topics which you can begin implementing immediately.
By just absorbing the information in this Ebook you're a head of
the competition drastically.
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I suggest giving this ebook another read as the more you absorb it
the easier it'll be to implement. I promise that the next time you
see or meet a beautiful woman that you're attracted to it'll be
almost 2nd nature and you'll know exactly what to do.
You'll be a shining star because you'll be humorous, and you'll flirt
with her and even tease her a bit not to mention your sexual
appeal will be off the charts because you'll talk to her like a king
and you'll make eye contact with her unlike no other man can ever
or has ever done and you'll smell good because your hygiene will
be superfluous.
You are the master of your destiny and now armed with the power
of Magnetic Attraction there's no woman that you can't have.
I really want to see you accomplish your goals and get the woman
of your dreams because you are the man of her dreams she just
doesn't know it yet.
Which is why encourage you to join us in taking your game to the
next level by mixing Magnetic Attraction with “The Scrambler”
Check out the free video "The Scrambler” here and prepare for
explosive results!
BONUS PRIVATE VIDEO: THE SCRAMBLER
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